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In cooperative control problems of generalized control theory a 
rational solution is a control belonging to the set of noninferior controls.
In the linear-quadratic case, the set of noninferior controls is obtained 
by solving the matrix Riccati differential equation for all M- where M> is a 
weighting vector. It is of interest to study the dependence of the optimal 
control on vector M<. Since the Riccati solution K(M-,t) can be determined 
only numerically, some approximate methods are needed, revealing explicitely 
the dependence of K(M»,t) on |i. In this report a convex approximation of the 
matrix Riccati equation based on Taylor series expansions is derived. Two 
single control-multiple criteria problems are studied, first, with a single 
plant and second, with several plants. It is shown that the convex 
combination of zero-th order Taylor series expansions at vertices of a domain 
in jl-space is a lower bound and the convex combination of first order Taylor 
series expansions is an upper bound of K(M<,t). A second order approximation 
which is in between the bounds of K(M-,t) is then defined. Because a continuity 
property in M- of the Riccati solutions is crucial for the proposed approxi­
mation, conditions are given under which continuity holds for finite time 
and infinite time cases. Finally, several examples illustrating the.proposed 
approximation are given.
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11. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this report an approximation of the solution of the matrix
Riccati equation is derived for the cooperative control problem of the 
generalized control theory [1]. Two single control-multiple criteria 
problems are studied, first, with a single plant, and second, with several 
plants. In both cases linear time invariant systems with quadratic criteria 
are considered.
1.1. Single Plant Problem
In the linear-quadratic case, cooperative control problems with 
multiple criteria [2] and certain minimax problems [3] may be encompassed by 
the following statement. Given is a linear system,
where x is the n-dimensional state vector, u is the m-dimensional control 
vector, and A and B are matrices of dimension nXn and nXm. Determine a 
control u(t), to minimize the performance criterion
dx(t)/dt = Ax(t) + Bu(t) , x(tQ) = x0 ( 1 . 1)
r
J(x ,u,M<) = .2 P>.J.(x ,u) s o i=l 1 1 o ( 1 . 2 )
obtained by scalarization of r quadratic criteria
(1.3)
where the r-dimensional vector M* satisfies
2M»€M, M = {|Jl||JL- > 0; 2 M>. = l} .i “ 1=1 i (1.4)
q± and are symmetric nonnegative definite nXn matrices, and is a 
symmetric positive definite mXm matrix for all i£I, I = {i| i = 1,...,r}. 
Combining (1.2) and (1.3)
tf
J(x .u,^) = j  xT(t )F(M-)x(t ) +i-J* {xT(t)Q(|l)x(t) +uT (t)R(M»)u(t)}dt
where
Q (MO = . S M. Q. , ROO = 1 | I R  F(H) = .SU.F .i=l l l i=l l l 1=1 l l
(1.5)
( 1 . 6 )
Notice that for all M«€M Q(M<) and F(M>) are symmetric nonnegative definite 
nXn matrices, and R(M<) is a symmetric positive definite mXm matrix.
The solutions of such problems depend on the vector M< whose value 
in optimization problems is selected with a large degree of arbitrariness. 
In cooperative control problems with multiple criteria J^(xq ,u ), 
i = l,...,r, a rational solution is a control belonging to the set of non­
inferior controls [2], Each non-inferior control is defined as a control 
optimal with respect to (1.5) for some |i satisfying (1.4) and possesses the 
property that there is no variation from this control which simultaneously
reduces the values of all the r criteria J. (x ,u), i = l,...,r.1 o
In these problems the solution, described in terms of the optimal 
control [4]
u(M»,t) = - R " V ) B TK(|J.,t)x(t) (1.7)
and the minimum value of the criterion
- 3 -
J*(xo ,MO = | x*K(M‘,to)xo, (1.8)
where K(H>,t) is the solution of the matrix Riccati differential equation
dK(M.,t)/dt+ATK((J,,t) +K0J.,t)A - K(|Jb,t)BR"1(M')BTK(M.,t) +Q(ll) = 0 (1.9)
with the terminal condition
K(M»>tf) = F(H) (1.10)
is a function of the vector M<. In the minimax problem described in [3] by
min max J.(x ,u), (1*11)
u i€l 1 °
the solution can be reduced to the solution of
max h xTK(M-,t )x (1*12)
M.SM 2 0 ° 0
which gives the value of |l to be substituted into the minimax control of 
the form (1.7). Furthermore, the dependence of J*(xo ,M-) on |i determines the 
nature of the solution which may be interpreted in terms of mixed and pure 
strategies. Therefore it is of interest in all these problems to analyze 
the dependence of K(M»,t) on the vector |i.
1.2. Multiple Plant Problem
Consider now that the linear time-invariant system represents r 
n-dimensional plants controlled by the same m-dimensional control u, that is, 
lat in
dx(t)/dt = Ax(t) + Bu(t), x(tQ) = x q (1.13)
- 4 -
x be the N-dimensional state vector, and A and B be matrices of dimension 
NXN and NXm. Furthermore, let the matrices A and B have the following 
partitioned form:
(1.14)
For simplicity, the matrices A^, i = l,...,r are assumed to be all of order 
nXn so that N = nXr. This assumption simplifies notation without loss of 
generality.
Thus there are r subsystems each characterized by the substate 
vector x1 such that
and
dx"*"(t)/dt = A^x^(t) + B^u(t), x^t^) = x^
t » 1 r
xT(t) = [x1(t),x2(t),...,xr(t)]T.
(1.15)
Let the performance criterion of the subsystem be of the form
fcf
J (xj-.u) = \x1 (t )TE i!l(t ) + A J 1 {x1(t)TQ x1 (t) +u(t)TR u(t))dt
1 tQ 1 (1.16)
where the matrices Q^, and F^ are of proper dimensions, and F^ being 
nonnegative definite, and being positive definite.
If a subsystem were controlled separately from other subsystems 
it would be possible to fulfill its objective by selecting the optimal control 
as a linear function of its state x1
- 5 -
ux (t) = -R71B^Ki (t)x:L(t) (1.17)
where K. (t) is the solution of the matrix Riccati differential equation
dK. (t)/dt+a Tk . (t) +K. (t)A. -K. O O B . R ^ bTk, (t) +Q. = 01 1 1  1 1  i v i i  i i x 1 (1.18)
satisfying the terminal condition
K. (t.) = F.. l x f i (1.19)
However, the control u (t) would affect other subsystems and may 
not be satisfactory with respect to their optimality criteria. One way to 
resolve this difficulty is to consider the problem as one of cooperative 
control and to combine the criteria J^(x^,u), i = l,...,r into a super­
criterion J(x q ,u ,M<) formed by introducing a vector |i. of weighting factors 
(J.. , i = 1,.,., r such that
r i 1 T
J (x0 jU,M>) = i 51^ i J i (xo ,u) = ^  x ( t f ) F(M<)x(tf )
+ J  f  {x(t)TQ(M.)x(t) +u(t)TR(|l)u(t)}dt ( 1 . 20 )
where
Q(M-) =
ttlQl 0 V l  0
M'2F2
# . F (pi) =
0
•
M- Q 0 M- Fr r r r
and
R(|i) = 'S' H.R. 
i=l 1 1
( 1 . 21 )
.2 M-. = 1, M-. > 0 ,  i = 1,---,r.i=l 1 1 ( 1 . 22 )
-  6 -
The problem thus becomes a Pareto-optimal, or cooperative, control 
problem of generalized control theory [1]. Problems of this kind are solved 
by defining a set of non-inferior controls which is obtained by minimizing 
J(xo,u,M<) with respect to u for all M«€M. As in the previous case each 
non-inferior control will have the general form (1.7) where K(M<,t) is the 
solution of the matrix Riccati differential equation (1.9) with the only 
difference that Q(|J»), R(M<) and F(|i) are now given by (1.21) instead of (1.6).
- 7 -
2. FORMAL DERIVATIONS OF APPROXIMATIONS
It is of interest to study the dependence of the optimal control on 
vector M-. Since K(P«,t) can be determined only numerically, some approximate 
methods are needed revealing explicitly the dependence of K(P<,t) on p.. For 
this reason a simpler approach based on the convex approximations of the 
solution K(M«,t) which results in explicit dependence on p< is taken [5,6]. 
Another advantage of this approach is that it shows how this solution relates 
to the solutions of single plant-single criteria subproblems.
Taylor series expansion at vertex points of the domain M where the
point M»1 is the ith vertex if (Jk =1, P^ =0, j ^ i, will be described in this
section and in a later section employed to define a convex approximation of
K(M»,t) over M for all t € (t ,t_).o r
For a first order Taylor series expansion K^(P<,t) of K(P<,t) about 
a vertex point (J.1,
= KO^.t) + ,:S 8|i 1 1 i=l J oP-.J J
( 2 . 1)
the problem is to determine the zero-th order term K(M< >t) and the first 
order terms BKiM»1 ,t)/dM'j , j = l»*..,r.
2.1. Single Plant Problem
The zero-th order term is K(M.L ,t) = K^t) where ^(t) is the solution 
of (1.9) at the vertex P»1, that is
dKi(t)/dt + ATKt (t) + Kt(t)A - Ki (t)BR^1BTKi (t) + = 0 ( 2 . 2 )
-  8 -
with the terminal condition
K. (t.) = F. . f i (2.3)
The equation for Y1J(t) = SKCm«1 ,t ) i s  obtained by partial 
differentiation of (1.9) with respect to
dY1 j (t) /dt + ( A - B l C W  )TYlj (t) +Y1  ^(t) (A-BrT W  )l i l l
+ k . b r 71r .r 71b tk . +Q. = 0
1 1 J 1 1 J (2.4)
with the terminal condition
Y1J(tf) =F.. (2.5)
Proposition 1. The first order Taylor series expansion of K(M«,t) at the 
vertex M*1 for all t € (tQ,t^) is given by
¿(i*,t) = Sli.Ylj(t) = S H.[K.(t) +E. . (t)] 1 j=l J j=l J J ( 2 . 6 )
where (t) is the solution of (2.2) and
E. .(t) = Y1J(t) - K.(t) ij J (2.7)
is the solution of
dE..(t)/dt + (A~Br 71BTK.)TE..(t) + E..(t)(A-Br 71BTK.) + Q . . = 0 (2.8)ijv v l l ij ij ' 1 1 ij
with the terminal condition
where
E. .(t,) = 0 IJ f
- I T  - I T  T - I T  -I T  (R. B K.-R. B K.) R.(R. B K.-R. B K.) 1 1 J J J 1 1 J J
(2.9)
( 2 . 10)
9Proof. Note that at the vertex M-1 6M<. = V>. -1 and 6M*. = 41., i ^ i. Since 
-------  _  1 1  J J
K. (t) satisfies (2.2) and Y1'* (t) satisfies (2.4), it follows that E..(t)J i J
must satisfy (2.8) with terminal condition (2.9). Moreover E^(t) = 0 
because Q  ^= 0 and the terminal condition (2.9) is zero. Hence (2.1) 
becomes
K,(H,t) = K. (t) + S 6m.,[k  (t)+E, (t)]
1 1 j=l J J
= K^t) - K± (t) -E11(t) + IJijCKjtt) +Etj(t>]
= (t) +Eij(t)]. (2.11)
2.2. Multiple Plant Problem
Let K(M>,t) be partitioned into
K(M-,t)
K11 K12 ••• Klr
*21 «22
•
Krl Kr2
•
•
... Krr
( 2 . 12)
1where K.. = K.. and K.. are matrices of order nXn for all i and j. The i j  Ji ij  J
dependence of on (J. and t has been omitted in order to simplify the 
notation. In view of (1.14) and (1.21), the matrix Riccati differential 
equation in block partitioned form becomes
dK../dt + A?K. . + K. .A. - S S K.. B. r "1(M.)bTk /} . + M*. Q. 6 (i-j) = 0  ij 1 ij ij J k=l 4=1 ik k * Aj ixi
(2.13)
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with the terminal condition
K..(H,tf) ■*4iFi8<i“J> (2.14)
where 6(i-j) is the Kronecker delta symbol.
Proposition 2 . The zero-th order term K(M’1,t) of a first order Taylor 
series expansion (2.1) is given by
(2.15)
where K^it) is the solution of (1*18).
Proof. The matrix Riccati differential equation (1.9) satisfies the
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the
solution for all t £ (t ,t ) [4]. It can be easily seen that K.. =0: iso r  ij
the solution of (2.13) for i ^ j and that (2.13) reduces to (1.18) for i « j. 
Therefore K(M«L,t) as given by (2.15) is the unique solution of (1.9), which 
completes the proof.
The equation for Y1'^ (t) = ôK(H*L, t)/ôM<^  is obtained by partial 
differentiation of (1.9) with respect to M*.
K(M* ,t) =
0 0 ..... 0
0 0 ....  0
0 0
K. .li
dYlj(t)/dt + [A-BR’1BTK(|i:L,t)]TY:Lj(t) + Ylj (t) [A-BR’V k O-J-1 , t)]
+ K(M»1 ,t)BR“V R “1BTK(|i.LJt) + ÒQÌM-1) / ^  = 0 (2.16)
with the terminal condition
Yl j ( t f ) = 9F(Hi )/3M'. (2-17)
where
11
SQ(M<1)/dM-j =
0 0
0 0
F.J
o * „ 0 n0 0
(2.18)
Let YL^(t) be partitioned into block matrices of order nXn in the
following way
Y1J(t) =
.ij Yij Yij11 Y12 ... Ylr
-ij yij .. Yij21
•
22 * * Y2r
•
.ij Yij yijrl Yr2 •  •  •  Jl rr
(2.19)
Then, in view of (1.14) and (2.15) the matrix linear differential equation 
(2.16) in partitioned form becomes
d Y ^ i/d t +  A .V J’ +  yM a  . - E Y.l j B R:V f K .  .6 (j& -i) - E K. . B .R ^ b V  J.6 ( k - i  kjt k kt, k i  i p= i  kp p l  l  l l  p = i k i  1 x P p2
-1_T.
+ KkiBiR^1R.R^lB^Kii6(k-i)6(2-i) + Qk8(k-j)6(i-j) = 0 (2.20)
with the terminal condition
Ykl(tf) = Fk6(k'j ) 6 U 'J)’ (2,21)
where k = 1,...,r and i  = 1 , . , r .
Proposition 3. For all k and i  which satisfy k ^ i,j or Jj = i,j
for all t 6 (t ,t_).o f
<i(t) ■0 ( 2 . 22)
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Proof. The linear matrix differential equation (2.16) satisfies the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
for all t£ (tQ ,t^). Because the first r equations in (2.20) form a closed 
system of equations, and because Y^(t) = 0, j£=l,...,r satisfies these r 
equations it is the unique solution of these equations. The same is true for 
all Yj^ J, k = l,...,r, k # i,j, which completes the proof.
The solution of (2.20) thus reduces only to the case when both k 
and t  are equal to i or j. Two cases should be distinguished, first, when 
j $ i, and second, when j = i. For j ^ i (2.20) reduces to the following 
four linear matrix differential equations:
dY^/dt + (A.-B.r 71bTk . . )TY ^  + Y ^  (A.-B. r 71B?K. . ) - Y ^ B  ,r 71bTk . ." ’ - ’ ”  ”  ”  ’ - - - "  ij J i i lili 1 1 1 1 li li li l li l li
- K. .B . r 71BTY1:^ + K.. B .r 71R .r 71B/K. . = 0, Y ^ ( t J  = 0 (2.23a)
11 1 1 j J l  11 1 i  j  1 1 i i  11N f
dY^/dt + (a .-b .r 71btk . .)ty ^  + y 7^a - k . . b . r 71bty :i;-?
IJ 1 1 1 1 11 IJ 1J J 11 1 1 J JJ
= 0,
Y^(t_) = 0 
IJ f
(2.23b)
dY ^/dt  + a t y 3:'? + y^ a.-b^ V x  . )  -y 1-?b .r 71bTk . . = o,j i  j j i  j i v i i i u r  jj j i i i i
Yi ^ ( t . )  = 0Jl f (2.23c)
dY^/dt + a Ty3:^  + Y^A. +Q. = 0, Y^(t-) = F..JJ J JJ JJ J J JJ f J (2.23d)
For j=i, we must also have k = & = i and (2.20) reduces to 
dY^/dt + (A. -B.r 71B?K. . )TY^^ + Y ^  (A.-B. r 71bTk . . ) + K. , B. r 71bTk . .ii l i i i  ii ii ii l ii l ii i.i t. l l ii
+ Q. =0, Y^(t_) = F. .xi ii f l (2.24)
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Note that (2.24) is not a particular case of any of the four equations (2.23) 
for j = i. The solution of (2.24) is related to the solutions of (2.23) in 
the following way
11 , ii . 11
Y. . = (Y.1 +  Y . . i i  i i  ij +  y3;-?Ji + # ) | .  .JJ J=i (2.25)
It can be easily shown that performing the necessary index substitution in
(2.23) and adding the four matrix differential equations we obtain the 
differential equation (2.24).
Proposition 4 . The first order Taylor series expansion of K(M»,t) at the 
vertex M«1 and for all t£ (tQ,t ) is given by
K*(M.,t) = (t) (2.26)
where YL^(t) in partitioned form is given by (2.19) and (2.20) and all block 
matrices in (2.19) are equal to zero except those given as the solution of
(2.23) for j ^ i and (2.24) for j = i.
Proof: Note that at the vertex i 6M» - = U. “1 and 6M». = M»., i ^ i. Since the----  i i j J
only nonzero submatrix BL^(t) of Kd^jt) satisfies (1.18) and the only non­
zero submatrix Y^(t) of Y^it) satisfies (2.24), it can be easily shown 
that Y^(t) = K^(t) and therefore Y‘L1(t) = K ^ 1,t). Hence (2.1) becomes
ld(H,t) = K(HX,t) + .2 6H,YlJ(t)1 1=1 J
• • O £  • .
= K ^ . t )  -Y (t) + S P.Y1J(t)
j”l J
= l n . Y lj(t).
j=l J
(2.27)
14 -
2.3. Convex Approximations of the Riccati Matrix
A first order Taylor series expansion at a vertex M»1 is a tangent 
hyperplane to K(M<,t) at the vertex M-1 and as an approximation is good in the 
neighborhood of the vertex M-1 , but deteriorates as p* recedes from P1 . A way 
of improving the approximation is to consider higher order Taylor series 
expansions about a certain vertex point. However, this implies a preference 
to a certain vertex for which there is no reason. Our objective is to 
approximate K(P,t)over the whole M. For this purpose we construct an 
approximation which approximates K(P,t) by K^(P,t) in the neighborhood of 
vertex p1 and then gradually transforms into K:J(p,t) as |Jb approaches the 
neighborhood of p~^ . This leads to the following definition of the convex 
approximation of the solution K(P,t).
Definition 1. The convex approximation of K(p,t) for all t £ (to,t^) is given 
by
Kc (M*,t) = (l-oOK^Cmt) +0^(11^)
where
K, (H.t) = £ K d A t )1 1 =  1 ±
(2.28)
(2.29)
is the convex combination of the zero-th order Taylor series expansions (2.1) 
of K(M»,t) at the vertices of M,
KjOt.t) = l|lH1K^ (|J..t) (2.30)
is the convex combination of the first order Taylor series expansions (2.1) 
of K(M»,t) at the vertices of M, and Of is a scalar parameter.
For the reason clarified by the following theorem, and are 
called lower and upper bounds of KiM'jt).
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Theorem 1. For each M-6M and all t € (t ,t„)
Kx(H»t) < K(M-.t) < (M.,t) (2.31)
Proof: With the following notation
J*(x ,H) o
(x ,M*)1 o
7? xTK(M<,t )x 2 o o o
J  x V  (M<»t )x ¿ O l  o o
g2 ( x o m  ■
W 0 T Ol.t )x ¿ 0 1  o o
(2.32a)
(2.32b)
(2.32c)
(2.32d)
inequality (2.31) implies that
G1(xo ,|i) < J*(x q ,H) < G2 (x o ,H). (2.33)
We first show that J*(xo,M<) is a concave function of M* in M for arbitrary
x . J(x ,u,MO is convex in u for arbitrary M»€M and is concave in M»€M for o o
arbitrary u. Therefore, after performing the minimization of J(x ,u.,M<) with 
respect to u, the resulting minimal value J*(xo>|i) is a concave function of 
M- in M for arbitrary x q . Because it is concave in M- € M  we have
.Stt.J*(x .M.1) < , i  H1)1 = 1 1 0  — 0 i=l 1
and because
E M-.M* = V i=l i
(2.34)
(2.35)
we have from (2.29) and (2.32b) that
Gx(xo,M) < J*(xo,(i). (2.36)
16
On the other hand G^(xo,M<) is a first order Taylor series expansion
of J*(xo ,M0 at the vertex M»1 and therefore it is the tangent hyperplane to 
J*(x q ,I-1') at the vertex M»1 . Then, because of the concavity of J*(xo,M>),
J*(xo ,H) < G^(xo,H). (2.37)
Summing over all i€I, we finally have
(2.38)
which completes the proof.
For cy = 0 convex approximation Kc (M>,t) reduces to its lower bound
K^(M»,t) which is a linear approximation of K(M»,t) over M and is the hyper­
plane joining the points of K(M>,t) at the vertices of M The quality of 
the linear approximation deteriorates as the point (1 recedes from any 
vertex into the interior of M.
For a = 1 convex approximation Kc (M»,t) reduces to its upper bound 
K^CM-jt) which is a quadratic approximation of K(M<,t) over M.
For O'£ (0,1) convex approximation Kc(M«,t) is in between lower and 
upper bound of K(M«,t). A reasonable choice for or is ot = 0.5 because for a 
second order function the convex approximation (2.28) with ot = 0.5 
gives exactly the same function. For this reason we define the second 
order approximation as follows:
Definition 2 . The second order approximation of K(M-,t) for all t € 
is given by
(2.39)
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where K^(M<,t) is given by (2.29) and ^(M^t) is given by (2.30) and
+illustrated in Fig. 1.
In the single plant problem K ^ 1 ,t) = K^(t) where K^(t) is the 
solution of (2.2) and therefore the lower bound K^(M>t) is
K K  (t). 1 1=1 1 1 (2.40)
Based on Proposition 1 the upper bound ^(M'jt) is
r r r
Ko(M-.t) = T U . K  (t) + S S M* M-.E. . (t) Z 1=1 1 1 i=l j=l 1 J (2.41)
where E^(t) is the solution of (2.8). Finally, the second order approxi­
mation (2.39) have the following form
K*(H,t) = h  ut) + h 2 r.t».l*,E. .(t).1=1 11 z i=l j=l 1 J (2.42)
In the multiple plant problem K(p< ,t) is given by (2.15) where 
^ ( t )  is the solution of (1.18) and therefore the lower bound is
K^Mst) =
Vll
^2*22
M< K r rr
(2.43)
Based on Proposition 4 the upper bound ^(M^t) is
K-G^t) = £ £ Mr M-.Ylj(t)* i=l j=l 1 J
t .Figures and tables begin on page 38.
(2.44)
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where Y1J(t) in partitioned form (2.19) is the solution of (2.23) for i ^ j 
and (2.24) for i = j . Finally, the second order approximation (2.39) is 
given by
K*(M>>t) = j Ju.K.(t) + j  1 i|i..|Jb.Ylj(t). (2.45)* 1=1 1 1  * i=l j=l 1 J
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3. SOME RICCATI SOLUTION PROPERTIES
Among the properties of the Riccati solutions continuity in |i is 
crucial for the proposed approximation. In the next section conditions are 
given under which continuity in p. of the Riccati solutions hold for finite 
time and infinite time case. Here we give a brief survey of some Riccati 
solution properties.
Consider the linear time-invariant system
dx(t)/dt = Ax(t) + Bu(t), x(tQ) = XQ (3.1)
with a quadratic criterion depending on a parameter M»,
J(XqjU jMO = j  xT(tf)F(M«)x(tf)
tf
+ f j  {xT (t)Q(ti)x(t) +uT (t)R(M.)u(t)}dt (3.2)
tO
where F(P-) and Q(M*) are nonnegative definite symmetric matrices and R(|i) is 
a positive definite symmetric matrix for all |i €M,
F(M0 > 0, Q(M0 > 0, R(M-) > 0, V(i £ M. (3.3)
The minimum value of (3.2) is known [4] to be
J*(xo>M0 = j  XoK (M’>t0 )^xo (3,4')
where KO^jt) is the unique nonnegative definite symmetric solution of the 
matrix Riccati equation
dK(|l,t)/dt + A TK(|i,t) + K(M-,t)A - K(M.,t)BR’1(M-)BTK(|l,t) +Q(|i)=0 (3.5) 
with the terminal condition
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K(Ub,tf) = F(M-). (3.6)
The optimal control u(p.,t), t < t < t_, iso — — f
u(H,t) = -R"1(H)BTK(|J.)t)x(t). (3.7)
In particular we are interested in the infinite time problem,
00
J(xo,u,H) = {xT(t)Q(M.)x(t) + u T(t)R(H)u(t))dt. (3.8)
o
Existence and uniqueness of solutions of (3.5) are discussed in 
[4,7]. Under the assumption (3.3) the solution K(M<,t) is shown to be non­
negative definite and symmetric for all and all t. Moreover, if the
pair [A,b ] is completely controllable and the pair [c (M0,A], where Q(p-) =
TC(M<) C(M<) is completely observable, then K(M<,t) is a continuous function of 
F(M<) for t < t^ and, as t -*-<», K(M<,t) tends to the unique positive definite 
solution K(M<) of the algebraic equation
a tk (m.) + k (ij.)a - k (m.)b r"1(ij,)btk (ii) +Q(M0 = 0. (3.9)
Wonham [8] generalizes this result to [a ,b] stabilizable and
[c(M<),A] detectable. Then K(M<,t) tends to a nonnegative definite solution
K(M-) of (3.9) and is a continuous function of the boundary condition F(M<)
for t < t^. In [9] it was proved that this is the unique solution. The
-1 Toptimal closed loop system A - BR (M>)B K(M0 is asymptotically stable.
In [10] Martenson makes a further generalization assuming that 
QO-l) is an arbitrary symmetric nonnegative definite matrix. Detectability 
Of [c(M.),A] is thus no longer assumed. Existence, uniqueness and symmetry 
of the solution K(M«,t) of (3.5) then still holds [4], but there may be more
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than one nonnegative definite solution of the algebraic equation (3.9).
The boundary condition F(M<) determines which of these solutions is the limit 
of K(M<,t) as t -» - oo .
Suppose that A has p unstable eigenvalues unobservable1 P
in [g (M»>,A]. If k <  r are observable in [d (M>),A], where F(|J.) =
TD(M-) D(M>) , then K(M.,t) must tend, as t - oo , to a solution K(M>) of (3.9)
_1 twhich yields the optimal system A - BR (|i)B K(M<) with eigenvalues
Hence K(M<,t) is not necessarily a continuous function of F(M-) for 
all t < t^ and this implies that some formal ^-expansions of K(M-,t) may not 
be approximations of K(M<,t) for t < t^.
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4. CONTINUITY OF K(p.,t) AND APPROXIMATIONS
Returning to our problem we suppose that for all P€M, p. i  p,1, 
the pair [c(p.),A] is detectable and that for P- = P-1 the pair [c(P^ X) ,A] is 
not detectable. Then for all P-€M, p, # p»1, the solution K(p»,t) tends, as 
t -* - « , to the unique nonnegative definite solution K(p.) of (3.9). Moreover 
K(p<,t) is a continuous function of the boundary condition F(p*) for t < t^.
At vertex point p.1 there may be more than one nonnegative definite solution 
of the algebraic equation (3.9) and the boundary condition F(p-L) determines 
which of them is the limit of K(P-L,t) as t-»-oo. Thus, K(P<,t) is not 
necessarily a continuous function of F(p<).
We will now show that the solution of (3.9) which stabilizes all 
the unstable eigenvalues of A is a continuous function of p- at p/*".
Proposition 5 . A nonnegative definite solution K(p<) of (3.9) which yields
-1 xan asymptotically stable system A - BR (P»)B K(p>) is continuous in P< for all
■P*.'€M.
Proof: Let for some p.*€M there be more than one nonnegative definite solu-
tion of (3.9). Let K (p»*) be a nonnegative definite solution of (3.9) fors
-1 xwhich A - BR (P<*)B K (p-*) is stable, and let K (p<*) be a nonnegatives u
-1 xdefinite solution of (3.9) for which A - BR (p-*)B Ku (p-*) is not stable.
Let now for all P-GM in the neighborhood of p>*} K(P<) be the unique nonnegative
-I Tdefinite solution of (3.9). Then A - BR (M<)B K(p<) is a stability matrix.
Substituting K (p<*) and K(p<) into (3.9) and taking the difference we have s
[K(p.)-K (p.*)][A-BR“1(p.)BTK(p.)] +[A-BR-1(p,*)BTK (p.*)][K(P0-K (p.*)]S S S
= k (p<*)b [r "1 (p<)-r ”1 (p<*)]b tk (p») +Q(P»*)-Q(p<) .s (4.1)
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Recall that the equation XF+GX = P has a unique solution X if and only if
\^(F) +\.(G) # 0 for any i and j, where \^(F) is an eigenvalue of F and
(G) is an eigenvalue of G. But A - BR (^M«)B^ K(M<) and A - BR ^(M>*)B^K (|l*) i s
are stability matrices and therefore the sum of the real parts of any
combination of their eigenvalues must be less than zero. On the other hand
for Q(M-) -* Q(M<*) and R (^M<) R and the unique solution of (4.1)
is K(M<) -K (ut*) = 0. This completes the proof, s
Theorem 2 . The nonnegative definite solution K(M<,t) is continuous in |i^M 
for all t < t^ if and only if all the unstable eigenvalues of A not observ­
able in [c(M»),A], are observable in [d (M-),A].
Proof. It was proved in [10] that the boundary condition F(|i) determines
the limit of K(M«,t) as t -* and that K(M-,t), t < t^, need not be a
continuous function of F(M<)» It was also shown that the limit of K(M-,t) as
-1 Tt -» -oo will yield the stable closed loop system A - BR (|i)B K(M>) if and 
only if all unstable eigenvalues not observable in [c(|i),A] are observable 
in [d (mO ,A] . Because the stabilizing solution K(M<) of (3.9) is, according 
to Proposition 5, the only one continuous in €M, the same is true for 
K(M*,t), t < tf.
The convex approximation of K(M<,t) can be formed only when 
continuity in M>€M of K(M-,t) holds. We now apply this result to single and 
multiple plant problems both for finite and infinite time.
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4.1. Single Plant-Infinite Time Problem
According to Proposition 5 the nonnegative definite solution K(P)
-1of (3.9) which yields an asymptotically stable system A - BR (p)B K(p) is 
continuous in p for P6M. It means that in order to form the convex
approximation (2.28) of K(P) , we need the values of K(P) at vertex points
i “1 i T iP , i = 1,... ,r yielding stable systems A - BR (p )B K(P ) , i = 1,.. . ,r.
In the case when there are r vertex points, according to the results
presented in Section 2.1, besides r algebraic Riccati equations also r(r-l)
Lyapunov equations must be solved.
4.2. Single Plant-Finite Time Problem
When the optimization interval [t jt^] is finite it may not be 
possible to form an approximation of K(P,t) because continuity in p of 
K(P,t) does not hold. According to Proposition 6 the terminal condition 
plays an important role and observability in [d (P),A] of all unstable 
eigenvalues of A not observed in [c(p),A] is needed in order to form an 
approximation of K(P,t).
In the case when there are r vertex points and continuity holds, 
r matrix Riccati differential equations and r(r-l) Lyapunov equations are 
solved in order to get an approximate solution of K(p,t),
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4.3. Multiple Plant-Infinite Time Problem
This problem does not differ from single plant-infinite time 
problems except that, in general, a high order algebraic Riccati equation 
must be solved. It means that although r n-dimensional plants are inter­
connected only through control, the resulting algebraic Riccati equation 
will be of the order NX(N-l)/2 where N = nXr. Also r(r-l) Lyapunov 
equations of the order NX(N-l)/2 must be solved.
However if all the subsystems are originally stable, great 
computational reduction occurs. Extending the results from Section 2.2 to 
infinite time case it can be seen that r algebraic Riccati equations, now 
of the order nX(n-l)/2, and r(r-l) Lyapunov equations, now of the order 
nX(n-l)/2 have to be solved to approximate K(M<) which is of order 
NX(N-l)/2. Thus, when all the subsystems are originally stable, first the 
optimal solution for each subsystem is obtained, then low order Lyapunov 
equations are solved and in this way an approximate solution for high order 
system is computed.
4.4. Multiple Plant-Finite Time Problem
In this case an approximate solution of K(M«,t), t < t^, can be 
formed only when all the subsystems are originally stable. At vertex point 
M»1 , i €I only the eigenvalues of corresponding plant A^, i£l can be 
observed either in [c(M'1),A] or [d CM»1)^]. Eigenvalues of all other plants 
A., j#i, J -1.....* cannot be observed and if they are unstable continuity 
in M< of Proposition 5, is not preserved and it is not possible to
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form a valid approximation. Because this holds for all the vertex points, 
all the subsystems must be stable. If they are, we will have the same 
computational reduction as in the previous section.
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5. DISCUSSION AND EXAMPLES
Four examples for a second order single plant problem and two 
examples for a second order multiple plant problem are presented. Both 
finite time and infinite time cases are considered and continuity in of
matrix Riccati solutions K(M-,t) and K(M.) is investigated. The exact 
solution K(M0 is compared with linear and second order approximation. The 
value functions and eigenvalues of closed loop systems computed for exact 
K(M<) , linear and second order approximation of K(M-) are also compared.
5.1. Single Plant Problem
Example 1. A = 1 1 0 2 B = Qi =
1 0 
0 4 R1 = Q2 =
4 2 
2 1
R2 = 2, Fl = F2 = ® anc* Ft follows that
Q(M-) =
M-1 +4M-2 2M-2
2M.,
, R(H) = +2(i2
and since +M-2 = 1,
R = 2 -|±l Q =
4-^1
2 (1-M,1)
2(1—M»1 ) 
1 + 3M^
where 0 < < 1. The pair [a ,b] is controllable and the pair [c(M^),A] is
observable for all M>^€[0,l] so that we have the unique positive definite 
solution K(M^) of algebraic Riccati equation. Eigenvalues of A are = 1 
and A_2 = 2. The Riccati solutions at vertex points are:
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K(0) 36.97 12.48~| [30.49 7 .87]12.48 12.24]’ K(1) = [ 7.37 6 .87J
“1 Tand the eigenvalues of the corresponding closed loop systems A - BI^ B K(0) 
-1 Tand A - BR1 B K(l) are: = -1, %2 = -2.12 and \ = -1.07, %2 = -2.80.
The linear approximation of K(M-^ ) is
K1(M-1) =
36.97 - 6.50M-.
12.48 -4.61M-.
12.48 - 4.61M'1 
12.24 - 5.37M-,
and the second order approximation is
k*(m-1) =
36.97 - 5.55M*1 - 0.93M-*
12.48 -4.21M-1 - 0.40p-^
12.48 - 4.21M-x - 0.40m-^ 
12.24 -5.19M-1 -0.18M^
Exact solution K(M-^), linear and second order approximate solutions and
Tcorresponding value functions for the initial condition x : = a i] are giveno
in Table 1 for different M^€[0,l]. Comparing element by element of Riccati 
solutions we can see that for linear approximation error is always less than 
1% and that for second order approximation is less than 0.4%.
Example 2 . A = [-1 0” 01 0 2 > B = 1
= 0 and t € [0,°°) , It follows that
1, Q.
R = 2-|J-1 Q =
6 ( 1—M'1> 
0
where 0 < M^ < 1 - The pair [a ,b ] is stabilizable and the pair [c(M*1 ) jA] is: 
for M--^ = 0 not detectable, for M-^  € (0,1) observable and for M-^  = 1 
detectable. Eigenvalues of A are = -1 and \^ = 2 and for ^  = 0 we have 
two nonnegative definite solutions of the algebraic Riccati équation. One
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is optimal
V°> = [o o]
but leaves eigenvalue =2 unchanged. Thus the closed loop system 
-1 TA - BR2 B Kq (0) is unstable. The other,
V ° >  " [o 8 >
“1 Tstabilizes the closed loop system A - BR9 B K (0), and will be used to formZm S
the linear and the second order approximation of K(M<^). At the other vertex 
point ^  = 1 we have the unique nonnegative definite solution
K ( i )  -  [o 5]  •
The linear approximation is given by
K ^ )  =
3 (1*M'1> 0
8-3H1 ’
and the second order approximation is given by
K*(|i1) =
3(1-^)
8-2.84m»^~0.16M-^
Exact solution K(M<^ ) , linear and second order approximations of K(M<^ ) and
Tcorresponding value functions for initial condition x = [l l] are given 
in Table 2 for different M»^€[0,l]. Comparing elements of Riccati solutions 
we see that for linear approximation error is less than 1 .2% and that for 
second order approximation error is less than 0.5%.
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The element k£2 of K(M»,t) for different values of and two 
terminal conditions = 0 and = 1 is given in Fig. 2. For = 0 
the pair [d (0),A] is not observable and continuity in does not hold. For 
*72 ~ t*ie pair Cd (0),A] is observable, continuity in holds and therefore 
the approximations can be formed.
Example 3 .
R.2 = 2 , F^= F 2 = 0 and t € [ 0,co). it follows that
0
0
where 0 < < 1. The pair [a ,b] is controllable and the pair [C(M*1) ,A] is
not detectable for all € [0, l] . Eigenvalues of A are ^  = -1 and = 2 
and for all M ^ € [0,l] we have two nonnegative definite solutions of algebraic 
Riccati equation. At vertex point (J.^ = 0 the optimal solution is
-1 iand the eigenvalues of the closed loop system A - BR2 B Ko(0) are X^ = -2.24 
and 2c Thus the eigenvalue = 2 is unchanged and the closed loop
system is unstable. The solution which stabilizes the closed loop system
A - BTK (0) isS
Ks (°) =
2.5
-0.5
-0.5
8.97
and the corresponding eigenvalues are X^ = -2.24 and X  ^ ~ "2. At vertex 
point = 1 the solutions are
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Kq C1) =
0
0 ’ Ks(1) =
1
0
0
4
and the eigenvalues of the corresponding closed loop systems are = -2 , 
= 2  for Kq (1) and = -2, = -2 for Kg (l).
The linear and second order approximations which stabilize the 
closed loop system are
K1(M-1) =
2 .5-1.5^ 
-0.5 (1 “M*1)
-0.5 (1-M<1) 
8.97-4.971^ *
K*(M-1)
2.5-1.511 -0.5(l-|i1)
-0.5(1-M. ) 8.97-4.95M'1~0.02M-^
Exact solution K(|i^ ), linear and second order approximations of K(|i^ ) and
Tcorresponding value functions for initial condition x q = [l l] are given in 
Table 3. It can be seen that both approximations are excellent.
Example 4 .
R2 = 1’ F1 =F 2 = 0 and t € [0,») . It follows that
20
10
10
20 5
R = l, Q =
20|i1
10M*1
ion
20n1 *
where 0 < |i^  < 1 « The pair [a ,b] is controllable and the pair [c (M^)>A] is 
observable for |i^€[0,l) and detectable for |i^  = 1. Eigenvalues of A are 
\  = -4 , X2 = anc* for all |i€[0,l] we have the unique nonnegative definite
solution of algebraic Riccati equation. The solution at vertex point = 0 is
K(0) = 4.231.06
1.06
1.67
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-1 Tand the eigenvalues of the closed loop system A - BR2 B K(0) are
X- 9 = -5.11+j2.48. The solution at vertex point |i = 1 is i»^  1
K(l) = 00
0
0
-1 Tand the eigenvalues of the closed loop system A - BR^ B K(l) are X^ = -4,
X2 = “2, i.e. equal to the eigenvalues of A. The linear and second order
approximations are
K 1 (M-1) =
4.23(1-^)
1.06(1-^)
1.06(1-^) 
1.67 (1-M>1) 9
K*(^1)
4.23+0.47M<1“4.7M<^
1.06-0.76^-0.30^
1.06-0.76M<1“0.3 0|jl^  
1.67-1.54m<1“0.13M<^
Exact solution K(M<^ ) , linear and second order approximation of K(M<^ ) and 
corresponding value functions for initial condition x q = [l l] are given 
in Table 4 for different |J»^€[0,l]. Comparing elements of Riccati solutions 
we see that for linear approximation error is less than 37% for k.^, 4% 
for k 2^ an^ 4% for k^» For second order approximation error is less than 
11% for k^, 13% for k ^  and 0.4% for k22* In Fig. 3 element k ^  of K(M«^ ) 
is given for different |i^(:[0,l]. Approximations are not as good as in 
previous cases and their influence on eigenvalues is presented in Table 5, 
For the finite time case, element k ^  of the exact solution 
K(M<,t), linear and second order approximation of K(M«,t) is given in Fig. 4 
for different M«^€[0,l] and terminal condition f  ^= 1.
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5.2. Multiple Plant Problem 
Example 5 . = 1 2 -1 3
A2
-1
-5
B. =
B2 ‘
« 1 -
^2 *
R1 =
R2 “
Fl " °
, f2 = o
and t ç [ 0,œ). it follows that
1 2 0 0 1 1
-1 3 0 0 > B = -1 20 0 -1 -1 4 1
0 0 3 -5 3 2
1 o
0 1
Q =
2^ i *1
0 0
3M>1 0 0
0 0 4 ( 1 - ^ ) 2 ( 1 - ^ )
0 0 2 ( H O 2 (1 -1 0
where 0 < < 1. The pair [a ,b] is controllable and the pair [c(p<^),A] is
for = 0 not detectable, for £ (0,1) observable and for = 1 detectable
Eigenvalues of A are: X^ = 2+j, = 2-j, X^ = "2, X^ = -4, and for = 0
we have two nonnegative definite solutions of algebraic Riccati equation. 
One is optimal
Ko(°) -
but leaves eigenvalues X^ = 2+j and X2 = 2-j unchanged. Thus the closed
-1 xloop system A - BR B Kq(
V°>=
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0.40 0.08
0 0 0.08 0.12
is unstable. The other,
4.45 -0.17 -1.13 0.02
-0.17 1.23 0.09 -0.02
-1.13 0.09 0.69 0.08
0.02 -0.02 0.08 0.12
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stabilizes the 
linear and the 
^  = 1 we have
-1 Tclosed loop system A - BR B K (0), and will be used to form thes
second order approximation of K(li^ ) . At the other vertex point 
the unique nonnegative definite solution
K(l) =
1.61 0.01 0 0
0.01 1.58 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
The linear approximation and second order approximation
W =
4.45-2.84M^ 
-0.16+0.171^ 
-1.13(1-^) 
0.02(1-1^)
-0.16+0.171^
1.23+0.351^
0.09(1-M.1)
-0.02(1-^)
-1.13(1-1^)
0.09(1-M<1)
0.69(1-M'1>
0.08(l-|l^)
0.02 ( 1—M'1>
- 0.02 ( 1 -(J. x ) 
0.08(1-1^) 
0.12(1-^)
4.45+8.861^-11.70^ 
-0.16-1.20|i^+l .37(1^  
-1.13-1.961^^3.09^ 
0 .02+0 .261^ - 0 .28!^
-0.16-1.201^+1.37^ 
1.23+0.60(^-0.2511^ 
0.09+0.32(i^-0,41M^ 
- 0 . 02+0 . 02^
-1.13-1.9611^3.09^ 
0.09+0.321^-0.411^ 
0.69+0.34|i1-l. 03(1^  
0.08-0.081^
0.02+0.26M-1-0.28|i^
-0.02+0.0211^
0.08-0.08|i;L
0.12-0.08(i1-0.04|i^
The value function for exact solution K(|i^ ) , linear and second order
Tapproximation of K(li^ ) and initial condition x q = [l 1 1 l] are given in
Table 6 . The largest error for linear approximation is 10% and for second
35
order approximation is 1.9%. Eigenvalues of the closed loop systems for exact 
K(M-1), linear approximation and second order approximation K*(|i^ ) are
given in Table 7.
Example 6
and t ç [ 0,oo). it follows that
-1 -1 0 0 4 1
3
0
-5
0
0
-2
0
-1 > B =
3
2
2
1
0 0 2 -4 0 1
4M'1 2m*1 0 0
2m«1 2|i1 0 0 , R = 1 0
0 0 1-M'1 1“M<1 
0 0 1-p^ 3-M»1
0 1
where 0 < < 1. The pair [A,B] is controllable and the pair [c(M»^),Al is
detectable at vertex points = 0 and = 1 and observable for M« Ç (0,1). 
Eigenvalues of A are: \ l  = -2, \ 2 = -4, = -3+j, = -3-j, and for 1 ^ = 0
and ^  = 1 we have the unique nonnegative definite solutions of the algebraic 
Riccati equation
0 0 0 0 0.40 0,08 0 0
K(0) = 00
0
0
0
0.28
0
0.16 /-N II
0.08
0
0.12
0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0.16 0.30 0 0 0 0
The linear and second order approximation are:
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Ki(^1) -
0 ,398M>1 
0.082|i^ 
0 
0
0.082M'1 0
0.124M'1 0
0 0.281(1-1^)
0 0.157(1-11 )
0
0
0.157(1-M. ) ’ 
0.299(1-11 )
K*(M-1)
1.-414*^-1.01611*
0.1021^ - 0.02011*
-Q.756M'I(1"M'1)
-Q.132H1(1-M<1)
0 . 1021^ - 0 .020^  
0.164li^-0.040|i* 
0.0241^(1-1^) 
-0.028H (1-p. )
-0.7561^(1-1^) -0.132H1(1-H1)
0.024H1(l-d1) -0.02811 (1-n)
0.281+0.3491^-0.6311* 0.157-0.0751^-0.08211*
0.153-0.0751^-0.08211* 0.299-0.2491^-0.05*1*
The value functions for exact solution K(|i^ ) , linear and second
Torder approximation of K(ll^ ) and initial condition x ® -Cl 1 1 l] are
given in Table 8. It can be seen that both approximations are excellent. 
Eigenvalues of the closed loop systems for exact K(li^ ) , linear approximation 
K^(|ip an<* second order approximation K*(|i^ ) are given in Table 9.
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“l K(M<1) K 1 (H1) sf'Op JOip J* (M'p
0.0 kllk
k12*22
36.966
12.484
12.242
36.966
12.484
12.242
36.966 
12 *484 
12.242
37.088 37.088 37.088
0 .1 ku■ 12
k22
36.386
12.053
li:719
36.318
12.023
11.705
36.365
12.044
11.715
36.106 36.106 36.106
0.2
kll
k 12
k22
35.795
11.617
11.193
35.671
11.561
11.168
35.754
11.599
11.185
35.111 35.112 35.111
0.3 kllk12
^22
35.191
11.176
10.665
35.023
11 .100
10.631
35.133
11.150
10.654
34.104 34.104 34.105
0.4 kllk12
k22
34.573
10.728
10.135
34.376
10.639
10.094
34.501
10.696
10.120
33.082 33.084 33.082
0.5 kllk12
k22
33.940
10.274
9.601
33.728
10.178
9.558
33.859
10.237
9.584
32.045 32.046 32.045
0.6
kll
k12
k22
33.291
9.812
9.064
33.081
9.717
9.021
33.206
9.774
9.046
30.990 30.991 30.990
0.7 l 11k12
k22
32.624
9.342
8.523
32.433
9.256
8.484
32.543
9.305
8.506
29.916 29.917 29.916
0.8
kll
k12
k22
31.936
8.863
7.978
31.786 
8.795 
7.947
31.869
8.833
7.964
28.820 28.821 28.820
0.9 kllk12
k22
31.225
8.373
7.428
31.138
8.334
7.410
31.185
8.355
7.419
27.700 27.700 27.700
1.0
k 11 
k 12 
k22
30.487
7.872
6.873
30.487
7.872
6.873
30.487
7.872
6.873
26.552 26.552 26.552
Table 1. Exact K(M«-,), linear and second order approximations 
Ki(M<i) and K*(M<,) and corresponding value functions, 
Example 1.
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W k *(m,1> J (M*1 ) ^i ) J*(M.1)
kll 3.000 3.000 3.000
0.0 k 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.500 5.500 5.500
k22 8.000 8.000 8.000
kll 2.695 2.696 2.696
0.1 k 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.209 5.209 5.209kK22 7.723 7.700 7.715
kll 2.395 2.397 2.397
0.2 k 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.918 4.919 4.918k
K22 1 M 2 7 .400 7.426
kll 2.095 2.097 2.0970.3 k 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.626 4.626 4.626T,
k22 7.156 7.100 7.135
kll 1.795 1.798 1.7980.4 k 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.330 4.331 4.331
k22 6.866 6.800 6.840
kll 1.496 1.499 1.4990.5 k 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.033 4.033 4.033
k22 6.570 6.500 6.542
kll 1.195 1.200 1.200
0.6 k 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.732 3.732 3.732
k22 6.268 6.200 6.240
kll 0.903 0.900 0.9000.7 k12 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.432 3.433 3.433
k22 5.961 5.900 5.935
kll 0.605 0.601 0.601
0.8 k12 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.127 3.127 3.127
k22 5.650 5.600 5.627
k _ 0.305 0.302 0.302
0.9 k 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.817 2.817 2.8175.329 5.300 5.315
kll 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 k 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.500 2.500 2.500
k22 5.000 5 .000 5.000
Table 2. Exact K(M»-,)> linear and second order approximations 
K^ (|Jb^ ) ana and corresponding value functions,
Example 2.
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K(M.p w K*0»x) JO-^)
0.0
kll
k 12
k22
2.500
-0.500
8.970
2.500
-0.500
8.970
2.500
-0.500
8.970
5.235 5.235 5.235
0.1
kll
k12
2.350
-0.450
8.474
2.350
-0.450
8.473
2.350
-0.450
8.474
4.962 4.962 4.962
0.2
kll
k 12
k22
2.200
-0.400
7.977
2.200
-0.400
7.976
2.200
-0.400
7.978
4.689 4.689 4.689
0.3 kllk 12
k22
2.050
-0.350
7.481
2.050
-0.350
7.479
2.050
-0.350
7.481
4.416 4.416 4.416
0.4 kllk 12
k22
1.900
-0.300
6.984
1.900
-0.300
6.982
1.900
-0.300
6.982
4.142 4.142 4.142
0.5 kllk12
k22
1.750
-0.250
6.488
1.750
-0.250
6.485
1.750
-0.250
6.488
3.869 3.869 3.869
0.6
kll
k12
k22
1.600
-0.200
5.991
1.600
-0.200
5.988
1.600
-0.200
5.991
3.596 3.596 3.596
0.7 kllk 12
k22
1.450
-0.150
5.493
1.450
-0.150
5.491
1.450
-0.150
5.494
3.322 3.322 3.322
0.8
* n
k 12
k22
1.300
-0.100
4.995
1.300
-0.100
4.994
1.300
-0.100
4.996
3.048 3.048 3.048
0.9 kllk 12
k22
1.150
-0.050
4.497
1.150
-0.050
4.497
1.150
-0.050
4.488
2.774 2.774 2.774
1.0
kll
k 12
k22
1.000
0.000
4.000
1.000
0.000
4,000
1.000
0.000
4.000
2.500 2.500 2.500
Table 3. Exact K(M<^), linear and second order approximations
K^(H^) and and corresponding value functions,
Example 3.
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“l K(M'1) w K*(M»1) j o v W j*(np
kH 4.228 4.228 4.228
0.0 k 1K12 1.056 1.056 1.056 4.008 4.008 4.008
k22 1.676 1.676 1.676
kll 3.976 3.806 4.144
0.1 k 12 0.959 0.950 0.933 3.705 3.706 3.705
k22 1.515 1.509 5.518
kll 3.708 3.383 3.985
0.2 k 12 0.861 0.845 0.813 3.391 3.395 3.393k
K22 1.353 1.342 1.357
kll 3.422 2.961 3.7500.3 k 12 0.759 0.739 0.697 3.065 3.074 3.067k¿2 1.190 1.174 1.194
kll 3.114 2.538 3.4410.4 k 12 0.655 0.633 0.586 2.724 2.741 2.727
k22 1.025 1.006 1.029
kll 2.779 2.115 3.0560.5 k12 0.548 0.528 0.478 2.367 2.390 2.369
k22 0.860 0.839 0.862 -
kll 2.409 1.693 2.593
0.6 k 119 0.437 0.422 0.375 1.988 2.018 1.989k1
■ 22 0.693 0.671 0.694
kll 1.990 1.270 2.0600.7 k 12 0.324 0.316 0.275 1.581 1.616 1.581
'22 0.524 0.503 0.523
kll 1.501 0.848 1.449
0.8 k 12 0.209 0.211 0.179 1.136 1.168 1.137kz2 0.353 0.336 0.351
kll 0.890 0.425 0.7630.9 k12 0.094 0.105 0.087 0.629 0.649 0.631
H i 0.180 0.168 0.176
k 1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0kiZK22 0.0 0.0 0.0
Table 4. Exact K(M<-.) , linear and second order approximations 
Ki(M<i) and K*(M^) and corresponding value functions, 
Example 4.
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“l Closed Loop Optimal
Closed Loop 
Linear
Approximation
Closed Loop 
Second Order 
Approximation
0.0 -5.11 + j2.48 -5.11 - j2.48
-5.11+j2.48 
-5.11 - j2.48
-5.11+j2.48 
-5.11 - j2.48
0 .1 -4.99 + j2.42 -4.99 - j2 .42
-5.07 + j2.41 
-5.07 - j2.41
-4.90 + j2.42 
-4.90 - j2.42
0.2 -4.85 + j2.36 -4.85 - j2.36
-4.99 + j2.33 
-4.99 - j2.33
-4.69 + j2.33 
-4.69 - j2.33
0.3 -4.71 + j2.28 -4.71 - j2.28
-4.87 + j2.25 
-4.87 - j2.25
-4.48 + j2.22 
-4.48 - j2.22
0.4 -4.56 + j2.18 -4.56 - j2.18
-4.72 + j2.16 
-4.72 - j2.16
-4.27 + j2.09 
-4.27 - j2.09
0.5 -4.39 +j 2.07 -4.39 - j2.07
-4.53 + j2.05 
-4.53 - j2.05
-4.06 + jl.92 
-4.06 - jl.92
0.6 -4.20 + j1.92 -4.20 -jl.92
-4.30 + j 1.90 
-4.30 - j1.90
-3.85 + -jl.71 
-3.85 - jl.71
0.7 -3.99 + j1.72 -3.99 - j1.72
-4.03 + jl.70 
-4.03 - jl.70
-3.63 + j1.44 
-3.63 - jl.44
0.8 -3.75 + j1.44 -3.75 - jl.44
-3.72 + jl.38 
-3.72 - jl.38
-3.42 + jl.07 
-3.42 - jl.07
0.9 -3.44 + jO.93 3.44 - j0.93
-3.38 + j0.80 
-3.38 - j0.80
-3.21 + jO.35 
-3.21 - j0.35
1.0 -4.00-2.00
-4.00
-2.00
-4.00
-2.00
Table 5. Eigenvalues, Example 4.
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“l J
s-sOOr—H/-N J* j*-j ). 100%
0.0 2.129 2.129 0.00 2.129 0.00
0.1 2.182 2.190 0.37 2.194 0.55
0.2 2.225 2.256 1.40 2.254 1.30
0.3 2.255 2.324 3.06 2.295 1.77
0.4 2.271 2.391 5.30 2.314 1.90
0.5 2.271 2.445 7.66 2.307 1.59
0.6 2.250 2.464 9.50 2.274 1.07
0.7 2.198 2.418 10.00 2.209 0.50
0.8 2.103 2.275 8.17 2.105 0.09
0.9 1.933 2.010 3.99 1.934 0.05
1.0 1.606 1.606 0.00 1.606 oOO
Table 6 . Value functions, Example 5.
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Closed Loop Closed Loop
M-i Closed Loop Linear Second Order
Optimal Approximation Approximation
-12.27 -12.27 -12.27
0.0 - 4.42 - 4.42 - 4.42
-2 +j -2 +j -2 +j
“2 - j "2 - j -2 - j
-11.65 -11.40 -12.00
0.1 - 4.38 - 4.35 - 4.35-2.16 + j0.78 -2.09 + j0.51 -2.25 +jl.02
-2.16 - j0.78 -2.09 - j0.51 -2.25 - jl.02
-1 1 .0 1 -10.52 -11.61
0.2 - 4.32 - 4.24 - 4.26-2.31+j0.43 -2.94 -2.48 + j0.92
-2.31 - j0.43 - 1.48 -2.48 - j0.92
-10.32 - 9.63 -11.06
0.3 - 4.23 - 3.83 - 4.10- 3.02 - 3.79 -2.72 + j0.67
- 1.95 - 1.17 -2.72 - j0.67
- 9.58 - 8.73 -10.37
0.4 - 3.95 -3.98 + j0.53 -3.66 + jO.35- 3.73 -3.98 - j0.53 -3.66 - jO.35
- 1.75 - 0.98 - 2.47
- 8.78 - 7.81 - 9.52
0.5 -4.00 + j0.47 -4.12 + j0.72 -3.94 + j0.69-4.00 - j0.47 -4.12 - j0.72 -3.94 - j0.69
- 1.64 - 0.86 - 2.10
- 7.90 - 6.89 - 8.52
0.6 -4.15 + j0.64 -4.23 + j0.87 -4.13 + j0.83-4.15 - j0.64 -4.23 - j0.87 -4.13 - jO.83
- 1.57 - 0.80 - 1.87
- 6.91 - 6.00 - 7.34
0 7 -4.28 + jO.77 -4.30 +j 1.03 -4.28 +j0.91-4.28 - j0.77 -4.30 - jl.03 -4.28 - jO.91
- 1.53 - 0.79 - 1.67
- 5.83 - 5.33 - 6.05
0.8 -4.37 + j 0.94 -4.23 + jl.19 -4.37 + jl.03-4.37 - j0.94 -4.23 - jl.19 -4.37 - jl.03
- 1.50 - 0.87 - 1.52
- 5.02 - 4.93 - 5.07
0.9 -4.17 + jl.13 -3.94 + jl.16 -4.16 + jl.16-4.17 - jl.13 -3.94 - jl.16 -4.16 - jl.16
- 1.52 - 1.08 - 1.45
- 4.45 -• 4.45 - 4.45
1.0 - 4.00 - 4.00 - 4.00- 2.69 - 2.69 - 2.69
- 2.00 - 2.00 - 2.00
Table 7. Eigenvalues, Example 5.
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“l J
J1 -J
( J )*100% J* j*-j(“■y“ 0 • 100%
0.0 0.446 0.446 0 0.446 0
0.1 0.443 0.443 0 0.443 0
0.2 0.438 0.438 0 0.438 0
0.3 0.430 0.431 0.23 0.430 0
0.4 0.421 0.422 0.24 0.421 0
0.5 0.411 0.411 0 0.411 0
0.6 0.400 0.400 0 0.400 0
0.7 0.387 0.387 0 0.387 0
0.8 0.373 0.373 0 0.373 0
0.9 0.359 0.359 0 0.359 0
1.0 0.343 0.343 0 0.343 0
Table 8. Value functions, Example 6.
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“l Closed Loop Optimal
Closed Loop 
Linear
Approximation
Closed Loop 
Second Order 
Approximation
0.0
-4
-2
-4+J1.75 
-4 - j 1.75
-4
-2
-4 + j 1.75 
-4 - j1.75
-4
-2
-4 - jl.75 
-4 - j1.75
0.1
-3.16 + j0.39 
-3.16 - j0.39 
-4.69 + jl.34 
-4.69 - jl.34
-3.78
-2*43
-4.33 + jl.59 
-4.33 - jl.59
-3.16 + j0.31 
-3.16 - j0.31 
-4.64 + j1.38 
-4.64 - 11.38
0.2
-3.13 + j0.8 
-3.13 - j0.8 
-5.33 + j0.75 
-5.33 - i0.75
-3.13 + j0.12 
-3.13 - jO.12 
-4.74 + j 1.32 
-4.74 - i1.32
-3.13 + j0.85 
-3.13 - j0.85 
-5.38 + j0.67 
-5.38 - i0.67
0.3
-3.10 + j0.92 
-3.10 - j0.92 
-6.80 
-4.90
-3.11 + j0.60 
-3*11 - j0.60 
-5.19 + j0.89 
-5.19 - i0.89
-3.11+j 
“3.11 - j 
-7.23 
-4.85
0.4
-3.08 + j0.97 
-3.08 - j0.97 
-7.91 
-4.72
-3.09 + j0.77 
-3.09 - j0.77 
-6.29 
-5.01
-3.09 + jl.06 
-3.09 - j1.06 
-8.53 
-4.69
0.5
-3.06 + j 
-3.06 - j 
-8.82 
-4.63
-3.07 + j0.86 
-3.07 - j0.86 
-7.50 
-4.71
-3.08 + j1.08 
-3.08 - j1.08 
-9.57 
-4.62
0.6
-3*05 + jl.01 
-3.05 - jl.01 
-9.62 
-4.57
-3.05 + j0.92 
-3.05 - j0.92 
-8.52 
-4.60
-3.07 + j1.09 
-3.07 - jl.09 
-10.43
- 4.57
0.7
-3.04 + jl .01 
-3.04 - jl .01 
-10.35 
- 4.52
-3.04 + j0.95 
-3.04 - j0.95 
-9.48 
-4.53
-3.05 +j 1.08 
-3.05 - jl.08 
-11.13 
- 4.53
0.8
-3.02 + jl.01 
-3.02 - jl.01 
-11.03 
- 4.48
-3.02 + j0.98 
-3.02 - j0.98 
-10.42 
- 4.48
-3.03 + jl.06 
-3.03 - jl.06 
-11.66  
- 4.50
0.9
-3.01+ j 
“3.01 - j 
-11.67 
- 4.45
-3.01+j0.99 
-3.01 - j0.99 
-11.35 
4.44
-3.02 + j 1.04 
-3.02 - j1.04 
-12.04 
- 4.46
1.0
-3+j 
- 3 - j 
-12.27 
- 4.42
-3+j 
-3 - j
-12.27
4.42
-3+j 
-3 - j
-12.27 
- 4.42
Table 9. Eigenvalues, Example 6.
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K® = K(0) +M<SK(0)/3M.
= K(l) - (l-M-)SK(l)/^
Kx = (1~M»)K(0) +|AK(1)
= (1"M<)K(0) +M-K(1) +M'(1”M')[3K(0)/BM*"BK(1)/3M<]
K* = (l-M-)K(O) +M«K(1) +0.5M<(1“'M')[BK(0)/^M>"SK(1)/SM']
Figure 1. Lower bound K,3 upper bound and second order approximation K* 
of K(M-).
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Time tf - 1
F P - 3 6 5 9
Figure 2. Riccati solutions for different and two terminal conditions.
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Figure 3. Exact Riccati solution, linear and second order approximations, 
Example 4.
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= 0.0 
= 0.2 
= 0 . 4  
= 0.6
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FP-  3657
Figure 4. Exact Riccati solution, linear and second order approximations, 
Example 4.
